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Abstract. The existence of dark radiation that is completely decoupled from the standard
model in the early Universe leaves open the possibility of an associated dark radiation isocur-
vature mode. We show that the presence of dark radiation isocurvature leads to spatial
variation in the primordial abundances of helium and deuterium due to spatial variation in
Neff during Big Bang nucleosynthesis. We use the result to constrain the existence of such
an isocurvature mode on scales down to ∼ 1 Mpc scales. By measuring the excess variance
in the primordial helium to hydrogen and deuterium to hydrogen ratio in different galaxies,
we constrain the variance in average isocurvature in a galaxy to be less than 0.13/∆N̄eff at
95% confidence. Here ∆N̄eff is the spatially averaged increase in Neff due to the additional
dark radiation component.
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1 Introduction

Upcoming stage 4 cosmic microwave background (CMB) experiments will make exquisite
measurements of the energy content of the Universe [1]. These measurements will improve
the constraint on the contribution of free-streaming radiation (through the effective number
of relativistic species Neff) by an order of magnitude over current constraints. A measurement
of Neff consistent with the standard model (SM) prediction of Neff = 3.044 [2–6] will place
extremely strong constraints on particle content beyond the SM [7].

Alternatively, these measurement could reveal the existence of additional light-particles
(dark radiation) beyond the SM by measuring Neff 6= 3.044 at high significance. If these
additional particles were ever in thermal equilibrium with the standard model, they will
exhibit the usual adiabatic fluctuations in their density (see, e.g. [8]), and their effects on
cosmology would be indistinguishable from additional neutrinos. However, this dark radiation
may be completely decoupled from the standard model sector. In this decoupled scenario,
fluctuations in the dark radiation density may be independent of the density fluctuations in
the visible sector—there may be a dark-radiation isocurvature mode. Isocurvature modes
are generically predicted by cosmological theories that have a second clock beyond the SM
temperature field [9]. In this work we remain agnostic to the exact origin of such an initial
condition and leave detailed model-building to future work.

The presence of dark radiation isocurvature affects the cosmic microwave background
(CMB). Earlier work [10] constrained neutrino + dark radiation isocurvature to be less than
∼ 10−5 at scales around 500 Mpc using data from WMAP and ACT (see also Ref. [11] for
non-Gaussian dark radiation isocurvature constraints). Planck is sensitive to dark-radiation
isocurvature for scales ≥ 10 Mpc [12]. However, the inability to observe CMB fluctuations on
angular sizes smaller than ∼ 5 arcmins prohibits the estimation of isocurvature constraints
on smaller scales [13]. In this work we probe dark radiation isocurvature down to ∼ 1 Mpc
scales through its impact on Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN).

BBN is a period in the early universe when the SM plasma became cold enough for
the free protons and neutrons to combine and form the first nuclei. This process primarily
produces Helium and Deuterium (along with trace amounts of tritium and Lithium). Adia-
batic fluctuations during BBN do not lead to spatial variations in the outcome of BBN. This
result follows directly from the separate universe picture—different patches of the Universe
with differing density fluctuations simply appear to be a little older or younger as viewed by
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local observers. Since the local physics is identical, the outcome is identical. The presence of
isocurvature during BBN can change the story by changing the physical conditions locally in
a way that is distinguishable from a local shift in the clock. In this way, isocurvature leads
to spatial variation in primordial elemental yields. Spatial variations in the yields of 4He/H
and D/H during BBN would then lead to corresponding differences in abundances in widely
separated locations. To date, baryon isocurvature modes as a source of inhomogeneous BBN
have been extensively studied in the literature [14–18]. In this work we consider the effect of
dark radiation isocurvature on the primordial elemental abundances from BBN.

Our results can be summarized as follows. We demonstrate that the presence of dark-
radiation isocurvature leads to spatially varying elemental abundances. As a result, galactic
4He/H and D/H ratios are sensitive to dark-radiation isocurvature on galactic scales, ∼ 1
Mpc. We use data on Helium abundances in nearby galaxies [19] and Deuterium abundances
in high-redshift Lyman-α absorption systems [20] to place constraints on the existence of
dark radiation isocurvature. We constrain the variance of average isocurvature fluctuations
in galaxies, to be less than 0.13/∆N̄eff at 2σ confidence for scales around ∼ 1 Mpc. Here ∆N̄eff

is the spatially averaged increase in Neff due to the additional dark radiation component. In
the absence of any dark-radiation, i.e. ∆N̄eff = 0, our constraints are relaxed as expected.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we show how dark-radiation isocurvature
leads to spatially varying BBN yields and demonstrate that this leads to differences in the
primordial abundances of light elements in different galaxies. In section 3, we use excess
variance in existing 4He/H and D/H data to place constraints on dark-radiation isocurvature.
We conclude in section 4. Finally, in appendix A we use the separate universe approach to
demonstrate how dark-radiation isocurvature leads to spatially varying ∆Neff .

2 Inhomogenous Big Bang Nucleosynthesis through dark radiation isocur-
vature

In this section we demonstrate the impact of dark-radiation isocurvature on BBN. We first
show how the effect of dark-radiation isocurvature on BBN is distinct from the more studied
baryon-isocurvature case [14–18]. We then demonstrate that dark-radiation isocurvature leads
to spatially varying Neff that in turn causes spatial variation in primordial abundances of
hydrogen and helium.

The elemental abundances produced by BBN are primarily determined by two processes:
the weak processes which convert neutrons to protons, and by the deuterium formation process
that forms deuterium from all the remaining neutrons. The temperature at which deuterium
formation begins, Tnuc, is insensitive to the Hubble rate and is primarily determined by the
baryon-to-photon ratio. Baryon-isocurvature modes cause the baryon-to-photon ratio to vary
spatially. This in turn leads to a spatially varying Tnuc, and to spatial variations of the
resulting elemental abundances. In contrast, a dark-radiation isocurvature mode leads to a
spatially varying Neff , as we show below. The abundance of neutrons at Tnuc is sensitive
to the Hubble rate at Tnuc, and since Neff affects the Hubble rate through the Friedmann
equation, an inhomogeneous Neff leads to an inhomogeneous abundance of neutrons at Tnuc.

To show how dark-radiation isocurvature leads to spatial variation in Neff , we first
highlight the relation between dark-radiation energy density and Neff . At T ∼ 1 MeV,
before BBN begins, neutrinos have chemically decoupled from SM plasma and thus evolve
adiabatically like dark radiation. We can therefore absorb the density of dark radiation, ρDR,
into an extra neutrino component [21],
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∆Neff =

[
8

7

(
11

4

)4/3 ρDR
ργ

]
today

. (2.1)

Thus ∆Neff depends on the ratio of homogeneous densities of dark-radiation to SM.
In appendix A, using the separate universe principle [22, 23], we show that long wave-

length dark radiation isocurvature, SDR, can be absorbed into the homogeneous densities for
super-horizon sized patches. Isocurvature between the dark-radiation and the photon bath is
defined as

SDR =
3

4

(δρDR
ρDR

− δργ
ργ

)
. (2.2)

Since the photon fluctuations are assumed to be adiabatic together with the SM density
fluctuations, isocurvature between the dark-radiation and the photon bath is equivalent to
isocurvature between the dark-radiation and the SM plasma. A super-horizon patch charac-
terized by some window function, Wλ/2, that has support within a sphere of radius λ/2, has
an average isocurvature, ∆SDR, given by

∆SDR =

∫∞
0 d3xSDR(~x)Wλ/2(~x)∫

d3xWλ/2(~x)
. (2.3)

The dark-radiation isocurvature causes each such patch to observe ∆Neff given by (see ap-
pendix A.3)

∆Neff = ∆N̄eff

1 + 4
3

1
1+ρDR/ρSM

∆SDR

1− 4
3

ρDR/ρSM
1+ρDR/ρSM

∆SDR

 ≈ ∆N̄eff

(
1 +

4

3
∆SDR

)
, (2.4)

where the over-bar denotes a spatial average, and ρSM is the density of SM plasma. In the
second equality we have assumed that ρDR∆SDR/ρSM � 1, or equivalently ∆N̄eff∆SDR � 1.
Because ∆SDR takes different values in different regions, dark-radiation isocurvature leads to
spatial variations in ∆Neff .

In the presence of a dark-radiation isocurvature mode, regions of the Universe that were
causally disconnected during BBN have different primordial abundances of light elements due
to their different values of ∆Neff. For example, the D/H ratio, D, is primarily a function of
∆Neff and the baryon fraction Ωbh

2. Assuming small fluctuations in ∆Neff, the fluctuation
in D is given by

D ≈ D̄ +
∂D

∂∆Neff

∣∣∣∣
∆N̄eff

(∆Neff −∆N̄eff), (2.5)

where D̄ = D(∆N̄eff ,Ωbh
2). This gives us a direct relation between the variance in D, given

by σd, and the variance in ∆Neff fluctuations

σd =
∂D

∂∆Neff

∣∣∣∣
∆N̄eff

σNeff . (2.6)

In practice, the derivatives, ∂D/∂∆Neff, can be obtained numerically from publicly available
codes. In this work, we use Parthenope [24].
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Immediately following BBN, the primordial abundances in the patches are conserved.
As the Universe expands, and overdensities collapse to form galaxies, variations on scales
smaller than those scales that collapse to form galaxies get mixed.1 Measurements from
different galaxies are therefore sensitive to isocurvature fluctuations down to galactic scales.
Consequently, the scale λ entering in eq. (2.3) is the comoving size of a patch, λgal, which
collapses to form the galaxies we observe

λgal = 3.7

(
Mgal

1012M�

)1/3(Ωmh
2

0.14

)−1/3

Mpc, (2.7)

where Mgal is the mass of the galaxy. The scale λgal is larger than the horizon during BBN,
∼kpc, which implies that our analysis built on eq. (2.4) is self-consistent.

The value of ∆Neff experienced by a galaxy is sampled from a distribution with mean
∆N̄eff and variance σNeff

. Moreover, σNeff is related to the power spectrum of isocurvature
fluctuation, PS , as

σ2
Neff

=
16

9
∆N̄2

eff〈∆S2
DR〉 =

16

9

∆N̄2
eff[∫

d3xWλgal/2(~x)
]2

∫ ∞
0

dk

k
|Wλgal/2(k)|2k

3PS(k)

2π2
. (2.8)

Since the details of galaxies providing 4He/H or D/H are usually not observable, the accurate
estimation ofWλgal/2 is not feasible. Consequently, we cannot exactly relate the variance in the
average isocurvature experienced by a galaxy, 〈∆S2

DR〉, to the isocurvature power spectrum.
However, we can obtain an approximate relation between 〈∆S2

DR〉 and PS . Assuming a
blue-tilted isocurvature power spectrum

∆2
S ≡

k3PS(k)

(2π2)
∝ kn, (2.9)

with n > 0, and assuming a spherical Gaussian window function, Wλ/2(k) = exp(−k2λ2/8),
eq. (2.8) yields

〈∆S2
DR〉 =

Γ(n/2)

2
∆2
S(2λ−1

gal). (2.10)

Here Γ(x) is the Euler Gamma function. As 〈∆S2
DR〉 determines σNeff which in turn informs

the variance in D/H (or 4He/H) ratios, the intrinsic variance in the D/H (or 4He/H) ratio in
a given galaxy is determined by dark-radiation isocurvature at scales ∼ λgal/2.

3 Constraints from 4He/H and D/H data

In this section we use data from observations of the ratios of 4He/H and D/H to place
constraints on dark-radiation isocurvature. We first describe the datasets which we use for
our analysis and then describe our methodology for D/H and 4He/H data separately.

1The ratio of BBN yields to Hydrogen can increase slightly during the collapse of structures [25]. However,
we ignore this effect as the increase is well below the current sensitivities of measurements. Moreover, a
post-BBN diffusion of elements [26] will erase differences in 4He/H or D/H ratios inside the diffusion volume.
Our analysis is unaffected by this post-BBN diffusion as long as the diffusion length scales are smaller than
the galactic-scales.
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3.1 Datasets

D/Hmeasurements are taken from gas clouds that are seen in absorption against the light of an
unrelated background quasar [27]. Correspondingly, by looking at the frequency distribution
of the light from the quasar, one can estimate the redshift of the gas cloud as well as the
column densities of neutral Hydrogen and Deuterium atoms.

For our analysis we use the D/H measurements provided in Ref. [19]. The data uses
measurements from seven damped Lyman-α systems2 around redshifts z ∼ 2− 3, that satisfy
the strict selection criteria of precision stated in Ref. [29]. To estimate the comoving scale
in the early universe from which the gas cloud formed, we require the mass of the gas cloud.
While the masses of individual damped Lyman-α systems are not known, their masses have
been estimated to be in the range 1011 − 1012M� [30, 31].

The 4He abundance is derived from observations of the helium and hydrogen emission
lines from H II regions in low-metallicity blue compact dwarf galaxies that have undergone
little chemical evolution [32]. Regions with minimal chemical evolution are selected so as to
minimize 4He enrichment by stellar processes. However, there still remains some contamina-
tion that leads to an increase in the 4He/H ratio over its primordial value.

In this study we use 4He/H data provided in Ref. [20]. The data consists of 15 mea-
surements of He II regions from 14 different galaxies. For our analysis, we assume that each
galaxy has a uniform value of the primordial 4He/H ratio. Correspondingly, we combine
the two measurements of the same galaxy into a single data point using a weighted average.
Unlike in the case of Deuterium measurements, the galaxies providing Helium measurements
have low redshifts z < 0.05. Out of the 14 galaxies used in measuring 4He/H abundance we
find the masses of three3 of them in the SPARC database [33]. Their masses are in the range
1010.2 − 1010.6M�.

3.2 Constraints from D/H data

The gas in damped Lyman-α systems is assumed not to have produced or destroyed significant
amounts of Deuterium. Correspondingly, the measurement from a gas cloud samples the
primordial value of D which is assumed to be drawn from a distribution with mean and
variance given by {D̄, σd}. The probability of getting a measurement of Di from gas cloud i
is then given by

P (Di|{D̄, σd}) =
1√

2π(σ2
n,i + σ2

d)
exp

(
− (Di − D̄)2

2(σ2
n,i + σ2

d)

)
, (3.1)

where σn,i is the estimated noise in the measurement of D. We have assumed that each
measurement has the same intrinsic variance in D. We do so because the damped Lyman-α
systems typically have masses in the relatively narrow range 1011 − 1012M� [30, 31]. Cor-
respondingly, the gas clouds in our data have roughly the same λgal (see eq. (2.7)) and thus
the same variance in D (see eqs. (2.10) and (2.6)). Moreover, we have neglected covariance
between different measurements. This approximation is valid because isocurvature on the

2The damped Lyman-α systems are distinct from the Lyman-α forest systems which provide matter struc-
ture constraints around & 1 Mpc. They are differentiated on the basis of the amount of neutral Hydrogen
column densities, N(H I). Lyman-α forest systems are those with N(H I) < 1017cm−1 and damped Lyman-α
systems are those with 2× 1020cm−1 < N(H I) [28].

3The galaxies of whose masses we found are aliased as Mrk 209, Mrk 71 and SBS 1415+437 in [20]. While
their aliases used in SPARC database are UGCA 281, NGA 2366, and PGC51017, respectively.
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Figure 1: Left : 1σ and 2σ constraints on {∆N̄eff , σ∆Neff
} from 4He/H data (blue contours),

D/H data (orange contours) and from combined data (red contours). The vertical dashed
line denotes the upper limit on ∆Neff from Planck data with 95% confidence [21]. Right :
Constraints on {∆N̄eff , 〈∆S2

DR〉} from combined data. Here ∆SDR is the average dark radi-
ation in a galaxy. For blue-tilted isocurvature mode 〈∆S2

DR〉 is approximately same as the
normalized isocurvature power spectrum at 1 Mpc, ∆2

S(1Mpc−1) (see eq. (2.10)). The red-
dashed line marks the parameters space at which ∆N̄eff∆SDR = 0.1. Correspondingly, the
small ∆N̄eff∆SDR approximation made in eq. (2.4) holds for most of our parameter space.

scales of separation between different galaxies in our data (usually > 100 Mpc) is constrained
by CMB measurements [12] to be much smaller than the variance to which our analysis is
sensitive.

The constraints from Di measurements are degenerate in ∆Neff and Ωbh
2. To remove

this degeneracy we fix the value of Ωbh
2 using the Planck data,4 Ωbh

2 = 0.02239± 0.00018 ≡
Ω̄bh

2 ± σΩb [21], where σΩb is the uncertainty on the baryon density, which is assumed to be
spatially homogeneous. The corresponding likelihood function is then given by

L0(∆Neff, σ∆Neff) =

∫ ∞
0

[∏
i

P (Di|{D̄, σd})

]
∆Neff,Ωbh2,σNeff

exp
(
− (Ωbh

2−Ω̄bh
2)2

2σ2
Ωb

)
√

2πσ2
Ωb

d(Ωbh
2).

(3.2)

We numerically marginalize over Ωbh
2 to obtain our likelihood estimate.

Using Parthenope [24] to estimate D(∆Neff,Ωbh
2) and ∂D

∂∆Neff
, we find the 1σ and 2σ

limits on {∆N̄eff , σNeff} shown as orange contours in left panel of figure 1.

3.3 Constraints from 4He/H data

The methodology used in analysing D/H data is also applicable for 4He/H data after account-
ing for the 4He produced by stellar processes. To estimate the amount of primordial 4He/H
ratio, Yp, in a given galaxy we assume a linear relation between the Oxygen to Hydrogen
ratio (O/H) and the 4He/H ratio produced by stellar processes. Thus the net 4He/H ratio,
Y , found in a galaxy is given by

Y = Yp +m× (O/H), (3.3)

4The Planck constraints on Ωbh
2 are slightly degenerate with Neff . Correspondingly we take Planck

constraints on Ωbh
2 values marignalised over Neff from TT+TE+EE+lowl+lowlE+BAO data.
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where m is the proportionality between O/H production and 4He/H production through
stellar processes. Above, Yp fluctuates with ∆Neff in a similar manner as in eq. (2.5), except
with D replaced by Yp. Similarly, the variance in Yp, given by σy, and the variance in ∆Neff
fluctuations are related by eq. (2.6), except with D replaced by Yp.

Taking into account the linear relation between O/H and Y , the probability of getting
a measurement of Yi from galaxy i is given by

P̃ (Yi|{Ȳp, σy,m}) =
1√

2π(σ2
n,i + σ2

y +m2σ2
On,i)

exp
(
− (Yi − (Ȳp +m(O/H)i))

2

2(σ2
n,i + σ2

y +m2σ2
On,i)

)
, (3.4)

where σOn,i is the noise in O/H measurement. Just like in the case of Deuterium, we have
considered all galaxies to have the same variance in ∆Neff and neglected covariance between
different galaxies. We marginalize over Ωbh

2 as we did for Deuterium in eq. (3.2). Additionally,
as the precise value of m is unknown, we explicitly marginalize over m assuming a uniform
prior,

L(∆Neff, σNeff) =

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

[∏
i

P̃ (Yi|{Ȳ , σy,m})

]
∆Neff,Ωbh2,σNeff

×
exp

(
− (Ωbh

2−Ω̄bh
2)2

2σ2
Ωb

)
√

2πσ2
Ωb

dm d(Ωbh
2). (3.5)

Since the 4He/H and O/H data prefers values ofm ∼ O(102) [20], we havemσOn,i ∼ 10−2σn,i.
Thus we neglect the contribution fromm2σ2

On,i terms in our likelihood function. Consequently,
using the definition of L0 in eq. (3.2) but with D replaced by Y , the above integral simplifies
to,

L(∆Neff, σNeff) ≈L0(∆Neff, σNeff)

×
∫ ∞

0
exp

(
−1

2

[∑
i

(O/H)2
i

(σ2
n,i + σ2

y)

]
m2 +

[∑
i

(Yi − Ȳ )(O/H)i
(σ2
n,i + σ2

y)

]
m

)
dm

=L0(∆Neff, σNeff)

√
πeb

2/(2a)
(

erf
(

b√
2a

)
+ 1
)

√
a

, (3.6)

where a and b are the inverse variance weighted sum of (O/H)2
i and (Yi − Ȳ )(O/H)i re-

spectively (terms in the square bracket in the first line). Using Parthenope [24] to estimate
Y (∆Neff,Ωbh

2) and ∂Y
∂∆Neff

we find the 1σ and 2σ limits on {∆N̄eff , σNeff}, shown as blue
contours in left panel of figure 1.

The red contours in the left panel of figure 1 show the combined constraints from He-
lium and Deuterium data, which restricts the variance in ∆Neff to be σNeff ≤ 0.17 at 95%
confidence. In the right panel of figure 1 we convert the constraints on σNeff to constraints
on 〈∆S2

DR〉 using eq. (2.8). Since the masses of the galaxies used in our measurements
lie in the range 1010 − 1012M�, we consider all our measurements to have λgal ∼ 2 Mpc
(see eq. (2.7)). Correspondingly, the variance in average dark radiation isocurvature in a
galaxy, 〈∆S2

DR〉 approximately measures isocurvature on scales around λgal/2 ∼ 1 Mpc, i.e.
〈∆S2

DR〉 ∼ ∆2
S(k ∼ 1Mpc−1) (see eq. (2.10)). The constraints on isocurvature become sig-

nificantly weaker for smaller values of ∆N̄eff . This is indicative of the fact that smaller dark
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radiation densities make it harder for the isocurvature component to gravitationally affect
BBN.

4 Discussion and conclusions

In a universe with a dark radiation field that is populated independently of the SM sector
following inflation, an isocurvature mode can naturally occur between the two sectors. In this
work, we have demonstrated that such an isocurvature mode leads to spatially varying BBN
yields. Correspondingly, we have derived constraints on the existence of an isocurvature mode
between SM plasma and putative dark radiation by looking at spatial variations in 4He/H
and D/H abundances.

A lack of excess variance in observed 4He/H and D/H data limits the amount of isocur-
vature present during BBN. Assuming each galaxy has internally uniform 4He/H and D/H
ratios, a single galaxy probes dark radiation isocurvature at scales ∼ λgal/2. Here λgal corre-
sponds to the comoving size of the overdensity which eventually collapses to form the galaxy
in question. Since the structures which provide 4He/H or D/H measurements typically have
masses around 1011 M�, our analysis is sensitive to dark radiation isocurvature at scales ∼ 1
Mpc. Subsequently, using 4He/H data from measurements of nearby galaxies [19] and D/H
data from measurements of high-redshift Lyman-α absorption systems [20], we constrained the
variance of average dark radiation isocurvature fluctuations, to be

√
〈∆S2

DR〉 < 0.13/∆N̄eff

(see right panel of figure 1) at 95% confidence. The quantity 〈∆S2
DR〉 is approximately the

same as the normalized isocurvature power spectrum at 1 Mpc. The exact relation between
〈∆S2

DR〉 and the isocurvature power spectrum requires an accurate estimation of the primor-
dial overdensities that collapse to form the galaxies in our data. Finally, we also constrain
the variance in ∆Neff to be σNeff

< 0.17 at 95% confidence.
By translating the neutrino isocurvature constraints by Planck [12] to dark radiation

isocurvature,5 we find that dark radiation isocurvature fluctuations are constrained to be less
than ∼ 10−5×Neff/∆N̄eff on scales larger than ∼ 10 Mpc. Although the CMB is much more
sensitive probe than the 4He/H and D/H data, the latter is able to probe isocurvature at
scales that are inaccessible to CMB measurements.

If dark radiation and dark matter fluctuations are correlated—which could occur, for
example, in theories of dark freeze-out in the presence of isocurvature—then constraints from
measurements of clustering in the Lyman-α forest on dark matter isocurvature can be trans-
lated to dark radiation. The Lyman-α forest data constraints DM isocurvature to be less than
10−4 at 1 Mpc [34], by putting limits on the excess power over the adiabatic matter power
spectrum extrapolated from CMB measurements. In contrast, the analysis in this study is
sensitive directly to the isocurvature mode between dark radiation and the SM sector, and is
unaffected by the adiabatic fluctuations.

The extension of constraints from Lyman-α forest data to smaller scales is limited by
solving non-linear structure formation—a complication that does not affect our analysis. In
contrast, the techniques used in this study can theoretically be used to extend the constraints
down to scales ∼ 0.01 Mpc, i.e. scales slightly larger than the comoving horizon during BBN.

5CMB measurements cannot distinguish between the effects from dark-radiation and neutrinos. Conse-
quently the isocurvature, S constrained by CMB would have contributions from both dark-radiation and
neutrinos, S = 3

4

(
δρDR+δρν
ρDR+ρν

− δργ
ργ

)
= ρDR

ρDR+ρν
SDR + ρν

ρDR+ρν
Sν . The subscript ν refer to quantities for

neutrinos.
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To achieve the constraints at such small scales one would require measurements of 4He/H or
D/H from structures with masses of order ∼ 106− 107M�. Potential future measurements of
4He/H in halos of masses ∼ 109.5M� [35] would extend the constraints down to ∼ 0.3 Mpc.
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A Dark radiation isocurvature as spatially varying Neff

In this appendix, we demonstrate that, on super-horizon scales, the effect of an isocurvature
mode between dark radiation and the visible sector is to vary the local value of the effective
number of degrees of freedom, Neff . We begin by reviewing the separate Universe principle,
before showing explicitly how a dark-radiation isocurvature mode may be interpreted as a
spatially varying effective number of relativistic species, Neff(~x).

A.1 Separate universe principle and total density fluctuations

The separate universe principle (see, e.g., Refs. [22, 23]) posits that each super-horizon sized
patch can be treated as an isolated, independent, Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) uni-
verse. Any fluctuations on scales larger than the horizon simply become a part of the back-
ground variables of that island universe.

We begin by demonstrating that zero-mode fluctuations (Fourier mode k = 0) can be
absorbed into the background quantities (density, pressure, etc.). The reason is straight-
forward. After fixing our coordinate system (fixing the gauge), there remains a residual
coordinate transformation which can be used to absorb the fluctuations into a redefinition of
the background. This can be seen explicitly as follows. We write the perturbed FRW metric
as

[gµν ] =

[
−(1 + 2ψ) −a∂iβ
−a∂iβ a2[(1 + 2φ)δij + 2∂i∂jγ]

]
. (A.1)

Under an infinitesimal coordinate transformation (gauge transformation) xµ′ = xµ + ξµ, with
ξi = ∂iξ, the scalar parts of the metric perturbations transform as

ψ′ = ψ − ξ̇0, β′ = β − 1

a
ξ0 + aξ̇,

φ′ = φ−Hξ0, γ′ = γ − ξ. (A.2)

The two scalar parts of the coordinate transformation, ξ0 and ξ, can be used to set two of
the four scalar perturbations in eq. (A.1) to zero. In conformal Newton gauge, ξ0 and ξ are
chosen to set β = γ = 0 and make the metric diagonal. However, because only gradients
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of β and γ appear in the metric, spatially uniform changes of coordinates leave the metric
diagonal. Specifically, consider a transformation of the conformal Newton metric given by

ξ0 = ε(t) ξ = ωxixjδij , (A.3)

where ω is a constant. The metric perturbations transform as

ψ′ = ψ − ε̇ β′ = −1

a
ε(t), (A.4)

φ′ = φ−Hε(t) γ′ = −ωxixjδij . (A.5)

Because only spatial derivatives of β and γ appear in the metric, the transformation in eq.
(A.3) leaves the metric diagonal. The diagonal term from γ′ can be absorbed into φ to give

ψ′ = ψ − ε̇, (A.6)
φ′ = φ−Hε(t) + ∂i∂iγ

′/3 = φ−Hε(t)− 2ω. (A.7)

The transformation as described in eq. (A.3) keeps the metric diagonal and is a residual gauge
freedom for conformal Newton gauge. This residual gauge freedom in eqs. (A.6) and (A.7)
can be used to remove the spatially homogeneous fluctuations in φ and ψ, and set the k = 0
fourier mode to zero, φ′k=0 = ψ′k=0 = 0, giving the relations

Hε+ 2ω = φk=0, ε̇ = ψk=0. (A.8)

In the absence of metric perturbations, the Einstein equations imply that the total
density perturbation vanishes. We can demonstrate this explicitly by noting that, under the
residual gauge transformation, eq. (A.3), the density perturbation transforms as

δρ′ = δρ− ρ̇ε =
1

4πG
(4πGδρ− 3HḢε), (A.9)

where in the second equality we used Friedmann equation for the background, H2 = 8πGρ/3.
Further, because ω = const., eq. (A.8) gives us the relation

Ḣε = φ̇k=0 −Hψk=0. (A.10)

Substituting this result into the gauge transformation given in eq. (A.9) for k = 0 mode, we
obtain

δρ′k=0 =
1

4πG
(4πGδρk=0 − 3Hφ̇k=0 + 3H2ψk=0). (A.11)

The above vanishes identically after using the Einstein equation for δρk=0. The residual gauge
transformation in eq. (A.3) self-consistently removes all zero mode perturbations in the total
density. The shift ε that is required to gauge away the perturbations is simply a uniform shift
in coordinate time.

While the above analysis holds exactly for k = 0 mode, it can be extended to superhori-
zon modes up to corrections of order O(k2/(aH)2). To see this, consider a Universe with a
single superhorizon mode fluctuation, φk with k � aH. On a patch of the Universe with a
scale sufficiently small compared to k−1, but still large compared to the horizon, the fluctu-
ation φk appears almost constant. If we consider two such patches separated by a distance
comparable to k−1, each patch samples a different approximately uniform value of φk. Conse-
quently, in each patch, we may use the residual gauge freedom to remove this approximately
constant φk. The approximately uniform shift in coordinate needed to make each patch uni-
form is different in each patch. Due to the equivalence principle, the only observable effects
of such a shift enter at order O(k2/(aH)2).
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A.2 Adiabatic vs isocurvature perturbations and residual gauge shifts

Above we showed that the total density fluctuations can be removed on super-horizon scales.
However, if the Universe is filled with a multi-component fluid, the perturbations in each fluid
species need not necessarily vanish after this procedure. In fact, only adiabatic perturbations
in each species necessarily vanish, as we now demonstrate. Adiabatic perturbations between
different species are related by

δρ1

ρ̇1
=
δρ2

ρ̇2
=
δρ3

ρ̇3
= . . . = ε (A.12)

where ε is the quantity obtained by solving eq. (A.8). We also show that isocurvature pertur-
bations do not in general vanish, but can be absorbed into the background quantites within
each patch. In a Universe with isocurvature perturbations, separate Universes evolve with
both shifted clocks due to the background adiabatic fluctuations, but also spatially varying
background densities, as we now demonstrate.

Consider now a universe comprised of two non-interacting perfect fluids, with densities
ρ1 and ρ2. We suppose that on large scales k−1 � (aH)−1, there exists density fluctuations
in both species. We then consider a patch of the Universe small compared to k−1 but large
compared to the horizon. In this patch, after the residual gauge shift with magnitude specified
by eq. (A.8), the total density perturbation in this patch vanishes giving

δρ′tot = δρ′1 + δρ′2 = 0. (A.13)

However, note that this only constrains the total density to vanish; it is not necessary for
individual δρ′i to also vanish. When they do, then using eq. (A.9), we see that the species
satisfy eq. (A.12).

For an isocurvature mode, the density perturbations in individual species do not vanish
after the gauge shift

δρ′1 = −δρ′2 6= 0. (A.14)

However, these isocurvature perturbations can be absorbed into the background variables.
To see this explicitly we consider the zero-mode density-perturbation equation,

δρ̇i + 3H(1 + wi)δρi + 3ρiφ̇ = 0, (A.15)

where i = 1, 2 and wi is the equation of state of the i-th perfect fluid. After gauge shift this
becomes

δρ̇′i + 3H(1 + wi)δρ
′
i = 0, (A.16)

which can be trivially absorbed into the a redefinition of the background density

ρ̃i = ρi + δρ′i. (A.17)

This redefinition will not affect the metric or other Einstein variables as they only depend on
total density in the universe, which remains unchanged after the absorption of isocurvature
perturbations.
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A.3 Dark-radiation isocurvature and the spatial variation of Neff

In the main body of the paper we are primarily concerned with patches of size λgal ∼ 1
Mpc, the matter inside of which collapses to form the galaxies from which we obtain 4He/H
and D/H measurements. Since the horizon size during BBN, ∼ 1 Kpc, is much smaller than
λgal, we can use the separate universe principle to calculate the variation in ∆Neff due to
isocurvature between the dark radiation and the SM radiation bath in different galaxy-sized
patches.

Consider a spherical volume of radius r = λgal/2, the matter within which later collapses
to form a galaxy. Let ρ1 and ρ2 be the homogeneous densities of the SM and dark radiation
respectively. In the previous sub-section we showed that an isocurvature fluctuation, δρ′i(k),
of a superhorizon-sized mode can be absorbed into the homogeneous density. For the spherical
patch we are considering, using the separate universe principle, we can absorb the net δρ′i(~x)
inside the volume into the homogeneous density (using eq. (A.17) and eq. (A.14)),

ρ̃1 = ρ1 + ∆ρ′2 ρ̃2 = ρ2 −∆ρ′2, (A.18)

where ∆ρ′2 = −∆ρ′1 is the average isocurvature fluctuation in the dark radiation inside a
spherical volume of radius r,

∆ρ′2 =

∫ ∞
0

d3x

Vr
δρ′2(~x)Wr(~x). (A.19)

Here Wr is a window function which weights the integral to be within r radius from origin
and Vr is the volume swept by the window function, Vr =

∫
d3xWr(~x). The spherical volume

effectively has ρ̃i as its homogeneous density. Note that while ∆ρ′2 involves contributions
from all Fourier modes, the contribution from modes k−1 � r is suppressed. The suppression
is because the small wavelength modes have around the same number of over-densities and
under-densities in a patch much larger than the mode’s wavelength. Consequently, the super-
horizon assumption in eq. (A.18) approximately holds as long as r is super-horizon sized.

Due to the presence of isocurvature, Neff inside the spherical volume is also modified

∆Neff ∝
ρ̃2

ρ̃1
=
ρ2 + ∆ρ′2
ρ1 −∆ρ′2

. (A.20)

In the main body of paper we define dark radiation isocurvature with respect to photons in
eq. (2.2). However, as photons are adiabatic with SM plasma the isocurvature peruturbation
can equivalently be written as

SDR =
3

4

(
δρ2

ρ2
− δρ1

ρ1

)
=

3

4

ρ1 + ρ2

ρ1ρ2
δρ′2. (A.21)

In the second equality above we have expressed SDR in the uniform density gauge where
δρ′2 = −δρ′1. Consequently, the average isocurvature in the spherical volume is given by

∆SDR =

∫ ∞
0

d3x

Vr
SDR(~x)Wr(~x) =

3

4

ρ1 + ρ2

ρ1ρ2
∆ρ′2. (A.22)

Replacing above back in eq. (A.20), we can rewrite ∆Neff as

∆Neff ∝
ρ2

ρ1

1 + 4
3

1
1+ρ2/ρ1

∆SDR

1− 4
3

ρ2/ρ1

1+ρ2/ρ1
∆SDR

(ρ2/ρ1)∆SDR�1−−−−−−−−−−→ ρ2

ρ1

(
1 +

4

3
∆SDR

)
. (A.23)
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Thus ∆Neff is sensitive to the average isocurvature in the spherical volume within the window
function.

While we have derived Eq. (A.23) in uniform-density slicing, this equation is gauge
invariant. Uniform density slicing makes transparent the relation between ∆Neff in a super-
horizon patch and SDR, both of which are gauge-invariant. Although the Hubble rate has the
same value everywhere in uniform density slicing, the presence of dark-radiation isocurvature
causes the individual SM and dark radiation densities to be inhomogeneous. Consequently, in
this slicing, the photon temperature is inhomogeneous. Because the photon temperature is the
relevant clock during BBN, the effect of dark radiation isocurvature on BBN is most easily
understood in the slicing where the temperature is uniform. In uniform SM temperature
(density) slicing, the presence of dark radiation isocurvature causes the Hubble rate to be
inhomogeneous.

Since ∆SDR depends on position, it varies between galaxies. The variance in ∆SDR is
given by

〈∆S2
DR〉 =

1

V 2
r

∫
dk

k
|Wr(k)|2∆2

S(k), (A.24)

where ∆2
S = k3PS(k)/(2π2), and Wr(k) and PS(k) are the Fourier transforms of Wr(~x) and

〈SDR(~x)SDR(~x ′)〉 respectively. Since the contribution of small wavelength modes, kr � 1, is
suppressed in r sized patch, Wr(k) is very small for k � r−1. Consequently for a blue-tilted
isocurvature power spectrum (∆2

S ∼ kn, with n > 0), we have

〈∆S2
DR〉 ∼ ∆2

S(k ∼ r−1). (A.25)

Thus, isocurvature on scales near λgal leads to fluctuations in primordial ∆Neff between
different galaxies.
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